
  

 

 
 

 
Outreach Offshore Ltd – Spare Parts Communication 

COVID-19 OUTBREAK 
As a customer or potential customer of Outreach Offshore Limited (OOL), we 
would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your valued custom and 
inform you that currently we are still fully operational. However, we are 
expecting to encounter serious supply difficulties in the coming weeks due to 
the COVID-19 outbreak. Our aim is to keep your equipment operational and 
certified for use in these difficult times. 

As a supplier of Palfinger Parts and equipment, we would strongly advise that 
you consider reviewing any parts stock or parts requirements you may have, at 
a view to early purchase. 

Outreach are also a key supplier of Launch & Recovery Systems (LARS), 
Electric & Hydraulic Winches, and ROV Control Cabins and Workshops and 
equipment. Again, we would strongly advise that you consider reviewing any 
parts stock or parts requirements you may have, at a view to early purchase. 

As you are aware the OOL Parts Team can provide a comprehensive range of 
spare parts to meet the needs of your equipment’s operational capability. As the 
UK’s approved supplier of Palfinger Crane Parts, you can be assured that any 
parts, supplied by OOL, are genuine OEM parts. We are also able to source 
other spare parts and marine equipment to provide additional support. 

As a solutions provider, we have identified the need to retain definitive spares 
packages to minimise downtime in the event of a breakdown. Spare parts are 
essential for keeping equipment functioning, however, the locality and 
availability is key to your equipment’s continuous operation.  

During the current COVID-19 crisis, OOL strongly recommends that customers 
address their stock of parts that regularly need replacing, or indeed critical parts 
which are essential to safe lifting operations and continued operational capabilit. 

As the Palfinger UK dealer and R.O.V LARS equipment manufacturer, we can 
offer these parts, to our valued customers, at competitive prices. Please do not 
hesitate to contact us to discuss what packages or parts you require. Discounts 
may be available for bulk orders. 

For more information on Outreach Offshore Limited Parts contact:         
Parts@outreachoffshore.co.uk 
                                                                                       or 
Stevie Hamill, Project Coordinator: Tel: 07776525726 - email:        
shamill@outreachoffshore.co.uk 
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Note: delivery schedules may change without warning during the current crisis          
 

  
 
 

 


